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Google Cloud and NCSOFT Collaborate to Deploy
Generative AI-Powered Player Experiences

Leading video game developer leverages Google Cloud's AI infrastructure to train LLMs for improved learning
speed, performance and cost

SEOUL, South Korea and SUNNYVALE, Calif., Dec. 13, 2023 /PRNewswire/ -- Google Cloud announced that
NCSOFT, a global premier game developer and publisher, is using Google Cloud's AI infrastructure to power its
in-house large language model (LLM) set, VARCO LLM.

NCSOFT's VARCO LLM is a model specialized for generating high-quality content required for game
development. Using VARCO LLM, NCSOFT has developed a suite of AI power tools ranging from text creation,
managing "digital" human characters, and enabling player-to-virtual-character conversation, and dynamic
storyline generation based on player actions. The result is a more engaging and dynamic gaming experience for
players. 

Generative AI (gen AI) tools, which are built on LLMs, provide game developers with the ability to create deeper
engagement with players. More than half of the video game development process will be supported by
generative AI within the next five to 10 years, according to new research by Bain & Company. In order to help
meet player expectations, game developers need technology and infrastructure that can easily scale to meet
this demand.

NCSOFT leveraged Google Cloud Tensor Processor Units (TPUs) to develop VARCO LLM and has been training its
models for the past year. By utilizing Google Cloud TPUs, NCSOFT was able to optimize performance and cost of
large-scale AI training workloads.

"NCSOFT has been a leader in bringing AI technology to the gaming industry for over a decade. We are
committed to using AI to create new and innovative experiences for our players," said Lee Yeon-soo, head of
NLP Center, NCSOFT. "VARCO LLM is the culmination of our efforts and represents NCSOFT's vision for the
future of gaming. The exceptional performance and scalability of Google Cloud's TPUs, along with the support
from its engineering team worldwide, has enabled us to develop VARCO LLM quickly and cost-effectively. We
look forward to continuing our partnership with Google Cloud to further explore the potential of generative AI in
games."

NCSOFT plans to use VARCO LLM to develop a variety of AI-powered game services, including:

Dynamic Content: Game content that is dynamically generated to be more immersive and engaging
Player Engagement: Digital characters that can interact with players in natural and realistic ways
Customer Service: Chatbots that can provide customer support and answer questions about NCSOFT's
service

"Generative AI in games holds immense potential for the industry," said Jack Buser, director for Games, Google
Cloud. "Through this partnership, NCSOFT is able to bring new kinds of immersive experiences to players,
underpinned by our powerful AI infrastructure that makes it easy to train and scale VARCO LLM." 

This latest collaboration builds NCSOFT's long-standing relationship with Google Cloud, and the company has
continued to steadily expand its global services and advance technology using Google Cloud solutions such as
Vertex AI and BigQuery.

About NCSOFT Corporation

NCSOFT, headquartered in Pangyo, Korea, is the world's premier publisher and developer of massively
multiplayer online games, including the critically acclaimed Lineage®, AION®, Blade & Soul®, Guild Wars®
franchises as well as numerous casual games. With approximately 5,000 employees worldwide, NCSOFT aims to
provide fun for everyone, everywhere in the world. More information can be found at www.ncsoft.com.

About Google Cloud

Google Cloud accelerates every organization's ability to digitally transform its business and industry. We deliver
enterprise-grade solutions that leverage Google's cutting-edge technology, and tools that help developers build
more sustainably. Customers in more than 200 countries and territories turn to Google Cloud as their trusted
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partner to enable growth and solve their most critical business problems.
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